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THE MATFORD WORKS IN FLAMES

The Matford Motor Works, outside Paris, was attacked again on Thursday

night by a force of Wellington end Stirling Bombers. Bombing was accurate

and concentrated and from the night photographs taken during the attack it is

beyond question that this great factory has been very severely damaged. These

photographs show a hugh volume of smoke pouring up from the factory and

streaming out a mile into the country. Not only did the fires leave the usual

white marks across the film when it was left exposed for a few seconds before

the explosion of the photographic flash, but flames which must obviously have been

very large had actually been photographed in the light of the flash itself.

The smoke made it impossible to see just where the bombs had hit the factory,
but a fire of such a size must have meant extensive damage.

The Renault works and this Matford factory produced between them about

2000 lorries per month or roughly half the lorries made in France for the German

army. The Matford works was to have been one of the largest aero-engine

plants in the whole of France. But France fell before the factory began to produce.

Since then the Germans have made good use of it, and they will certainly feel

the loss of its output of 600 complete lorries a month and of the essential

parts for another 400 a month which were assembled elsewhere.

It was a clear night, and, under a good moon with the winding Seine to

guide them, our crews found the works without difficulty. The main block,

covering an area of 300 by 180 yards, was conspicuous by the waterside, More

anti-aircraft fire was met than on the night before, with some of the guns on

the roof of the factory - these soon went out of business - and a few heavy guns

around the building. But the attack was pressed home from a low level.

"We reached the target," the pilot of a Wellington said, "10 minutes before

zero hour, which was ten thirty p.m. As we came up the Seine the moonlight
showed all the river’s twists and turns ahead. My second pilot held a map under

the instrument panel light, and together we map-read our way to the target.
The navigator had gone forward to his bomb sight to get used to the light outside

before bombing, we didn't need him to navigate. When we got over the factory we

saw another Wellington doing left hand circuits and we joined in on the circuit too,

waiting for ten thirty. The factory was unmistakable. Nothing happened except
that we saw several other Wellingtons and some Stirlings circling round and waiting
for the attack to begin. Then some flares went down and someone dropped a bomb

or two into the factory which lit it up even better than before. That was the

signal for everyone there. They all seemed to let go their bombs then. In a

few minutes the place was ablaze. We hung on for some time after we had bombed.

Gradually the building became hidden by smoke but you could still see the glow

of the fires underneath. Nearly everyone had gone down low to make sure of their

aim. As we left, the wireless operator, who was standing in the astro-dome,

reported the terrific explosion of one of our really heavy bombs."


